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CrownMMA™ is a rapid curing, 100% reactive, methyl 
methacrylate (MMA) resin flooring system. The thick-
ness can range from 30mils to 1/4" or greater depend-
ing on substrate condition or project requirements.  
CrownMMA™ can be clear or pigmented. CrownMMA™ 
is 100% fully cured and ready for full traffic within the 
hour. No other flooring chemistries can offer this bene-
fit.  

CrownMMA™ 
APPLICATION GUIDELINES

TYPICAL USES
• Pharmaceuticals 
• Hospitals
• Laboratory
• Restaurants
• Retail Stores
• Laundry Facilities
• Schools
• Hotels

BENEFITS 
• Ready for full services in one 
    hour
• 100% active, low viscosity for 
    excellent flow and concrete 
    penetration 
• Complete system can be built- 
    up to ¼" thickness within 1day.
• Very good chemical resistance
• UV resistance
• Excellent for quick resurfacing 
• Elevated temperature resistance
• Hot tire resistance
• Good scratch and wear  
    resistance
 

CrownMMA™ Product Selection Guide
Crown Polymers offers a complete line of methyl methacrylate 
for the everyday flooring needs where quickest turnaround time or 
return-to-services are required or low temperature application (-20ºF) is 
needed.

PROD # NAME DESCRIPTION

8701 CrownMMA™ Sealer This is the premiere MMA sealer for direct to concrete.  The lower viscosity allows for 
quick penetration into the concrete for a strong bond and surface reconditioning.

8702 CrownMMA™ Base This is the MMA mid layer/ body coat for broadcasting, slurry or self-leveling applica-
tion for achieving thin to thicker coat and/or resurfacing of spalled concretes.

8703 CrownMMA™ TopCoat This is the MMA high wear and chemical resistance coating.  It is a very hard surface for 
everyday, all-purpose, high performance topcoat.

8704 CrownMMA™ FlexTop
This MMA topcoat is where thermal shock, high heat resistance, or UV resistance is re-
quired. Ideal for areas such as kitchens, hot/cold wash down areas, outdoor pool deck, 
or just as an outdoor coating. 

8705 CrownMMA™ Cove Specially designed for hanging on wall or wall coating to cove based designed or 
where quick-patching is required or specified.

8706 CrownMMA™ BPO Designed for use as an initiator or activator to harden all CrownMMA products. 
BPO is an initiator for free radical formation. Its dosage is temperature dependent.

8707 CrownMMA™ Cleaner MMA solvent used to clean all of Crown Polymers' MMA products.
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SURFACE PREPARATION
All CrownMMA's Flooring Systems must be prepared to a minimum surface profile of 
CSP 4-5, as outlined in ICRI Guideline 310.2-1997, formerly named G-03732 (available 
from www.ICRI.org).

Specific attention should be paid to the following: 
• Concrete Placement – An efficient vapor barrier should be under slabs on or 

below grade to prevent moisture migration. Moisture vapor treatment may be 
necessary, consult with Crown Polymers' Technical Team for recommendations. 

• Curing and Finishing Techniques of the Concrete Substrate. 
• Age of Concrete. 
• Previous Contamination of the Substrate. 
• Present Condition of the Substrate. 

Always check the temperature of the prepared concrete before beginning installation. 
CrownMMA™ Systems can be installed from 90ºF down to -20ºF.  When applying below 
40ºF, CrownMMA™ Cold Accelerator will be needed.  CrownMMA™ Cold Accelerator is 
mixed into each gallon of resin on site.  CrownMMA™ is NOT designed to be a moisture 
vapor barrier or blocker. Make sure the concrete is dry, clear, and free of any contamina-
tion, dirt, or debris before installation. When moisture vapor blocker is required, consult 
with Crown Polymers' Technical Team for recommendations. 
 
Special Application: MMA bonds extremely well to itself. The existing MMA floor sur-
face should be free from any dirt or other contaminants.  If the MMA floor is known to 
be older than one year, screen the floor with 100 grit follow with a wipe-down of Crown-
MMA™ cleaner.  This will soften the MMA floor giving way for CrownMMA™. 
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CrownMMA™  BOND TEST
The purpose of the MMA Bond Test is to assure that the concrete surface preparation 
is adequate before priming. 
 
When MMA is properly bonded, it will show concrete material and sheared aggregate 
adhering fully to the sample.  If minor materials or laitance is attached, further surface 
preparation is required. 
 
What’s needed:
CrownMMA™ Primer, 25mesh quartz, CrownMMA™ BPO, and a hammer and chisel. 

Guidelines:  

1. Pour 8oz of CrownMMA™ Primer pt/qt size container.

2. Add 2 tablespoons of CrownMMA™ BPO.

3. Mix well with a paint stick for 15-30 seconds. 

4. Add 16oz of 25mesh quartz into the MMA solution. Mix well to achieve a very wet slurry.  
NOTE: If this mix is too dry it will not leave enough resin to soak into the substrate.  Make 
sure there is excessive resin on the surface in the cup. 

5. Pour the mixed material onto the prepared concrete substrate like pancake batter. 

Do not trowel or smooth it out. Leave it as it is poured.

6. Allow the material to cure for 1 hour at 68ºF (20ºC). 

7. Verify that the patty is tack-free or not so hot. The patty should have the  same temperature  

as the substrate.

8. Place the chisel at the bottom or base of the patty. With a hammer, hit the chisel as 

hard as possible without injuring yourself or any one nearby.

9. The patty should pop off from the concrete substrate.  

10. Examine the bottom of the patty.  There should be a thick chuck of concrete attached 

to the patty. Approximatly 1/8” of concrete and fractured aggregate should be 

attached. This indicates a good bond.

11. If the bottom of the patty is soft and has only laitance or minor concrete attached, 

more surface preparation is necessary.

12. Multiple patties should be made to assure accuracy of the bond. Do not rely on one 

patty or a single area. 
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NOTE: The quantity of CrownMMA™ BPO will vary by product, substrate temperature and 
desired pot life/cure time.  Mix ratios are provided in volume measurements. Consult with 
Crown Polymers' Technical Service Team for more detail if required. 

1. CrownMMA™ PRODUCTS

PROD# NAME PACKAGING

8701 CrownMMA™ Sealer 1 gallon pail, 5 gallon pail

8702 CrownMMA™ Base 1 gallon pail, 5 gallon pail

8703 CrownMMA™ TopCoat 1 gallon pail, 5 gallon pail

8704 CrownMMA™ FlexTop 1 gallon pail, 5 gallon pail

8705 CrownMMA™ Cove 1 gallon pail, 5 gallon pail

PROD# NAME PACKAGING

8706 CrownMMA™ BPO 1 gallon pail

8707 CrownMMA™ Cleaner 1 gallon pail, 5 gallon pail

CrownMMA™ BPO & CLEANER

2. VENTILATION GUIDE
MMA resin requires negative air movement to ensure proper curing.  Blowing air directly 
across the surface of the MMA (positive air) is not advised as it will reduce the working 
time of the resin.  The MMA odor may need to be vented outside the building if the 
project site is occupied by other workers, or if there is open food stock subject to odor 
contamination.  This may also require rigging an airtight plastic containment.  There 
should not be any open flames in the vicinity of the work, or in areas where the fumes can 
concentrate.  Review the SDS carefully and all product data sheets before working with 
MMA resin.  For exterior work or interior work in 
large open spaces such as a warehouse or large 
manufacturing/processing area, negative air 
movement typically is not necessary to achieve 
proper cure, assuming the odor does not need 
to be vented.  Smaller rooms will require setting 
up negative air with explosion-proof fans, and 
possibly rigging air-tight plastic containment.  
One recommended supplier of explosion-proof 
fans is Tempest Technology, 800-346-2143, 
www.tempest-edge.com. 
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Proper ventilation is required:
1. To move MMA odor out of the room.
2. To move air so that installers gets clean air into the room.
3. To move air for proper curing of MMA. MMA may not cure properly if there is no air 

movement or if there is too much air movement.

Setting proper ventilation is critical to the installation of CrownMMA™. Be mindful of any 
dead spots or room that are tucked in the back with no air flow. 

NOTE: If the use of respirators is necessary, the only respirators permitted are those that 
have been approved by the Mine Safety and Health Administration or by the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

CrownMMA™ INSTALLATION

The CrownMMA™ SYSTEMS
CrownMMA™ Shield Thin mil, two-coat, dust proof sealer system, pigmented or clear.
CrownMMA™ DB ¼” Double broadcast with natural quartz shop floor solid color system
CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” Double broadcast with decorative colored quartz system
CrownMMA™ DF ¼” Double broadcast with decorative flakes system
CrownMMA™ SB 1/8" Single Broadcast Impact Resistant
CrownMMA™ HB High build MMA system for resurfacing poor, spalled or 
 damaged concrete, greater than ½”.

NOTE: Standard MMA appearance is low sheen, gloss @ 60° reads 30-40, which yields an 
eggshell-satin appearances. 

GENERAL INSTRUCTION & INSTALLATION 
Substrate Repair: Hairline, general and minor stress cracks can be filled with CrownMMA 
Primer during the priming stage. Larger cracks greater than 1/32” and small spalled areas 
can be filled with CrownMMA™ Base mixed with 40mesh quartz to create a pourable 
screed or CrownMMA™ Cove with 40mesh quartz to create a paste for patching. Cracks 
along joints and joints can be reinforced with fiberglass cloth to help reduce potential 
crack propagation.  Bad cracks, big spalled or when significant thermal movement is 
expected, consider the following:
1. Patch with CrownMMA™ Cove with quartz to desired consistency. 
2. Scratch coat of CrownMMA™ Primer with 40mesh quartz. 
3. Self-leveling type screed with embedded fiberglass cloth.
4. Apply a bond breaker coat of CrownMMA™ FlexTop.
5. For exterior applications: all joints should be honored and filled with CrownJoint™ or 

CrownMMA™ like all MMA’s produces a terrible nuisance odor.
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suitable urea/urethane joint sealant.  
NOTE: Once concrete surface has been properly prepared, substrate should be primed 
with CrownMMA™ Primer before prior to surface repair.  

Moisture Vapor Control System: If a moisture vapor control system is needed such as 
CrownShield™ MVB, all cracks, joints, spalled concrete  should be filled with CrownShield™ 
MVB performing the same criteria laid out as if it was an MMA system outlined above. 
Make sure CrownShield™ MVB is completly dried prior to installing MMA. Consult Crown 
Polymers' Technical Team for more detail if required.
   
NOTE: Adjust CrownMMA™ BPO as needed based on temperature and working time 
needed to start the hardening process. If temperature is below 40°F, CrownMMA ™Cold 
Accelerator is needed in addition to the amount of CrownMMA™ BPO. 

Temp. (°F) of Resin, 
Air & Floor Surface

Hardener by Volume 
(oz.) Per Gallon of 

9112 Resin
Pot Life (min.) Hardening Time (min.)

+30°F 9-10 vol. oz. Approx. 10-12 Approx. 30 

+40°F  7-9 vol. oz. Approx. 10-12 Approx. 30 

+50°F 5-7 vol. oz. Approx. 8-10 Approx. 25 

+60°F 4-5 vol. oz. Approx. 8-10 Approx. 25 

+70°F 4 vol. oz. Approx. 8-10 Approx. 20 

+80°F - 90°F 4* vol. oz. Approx. 6-8 Approx. 20 

CrownMMA™ Primer Resin
Mix Ratios base on Pot Life and Temperature

*Use CrownMMA™ BPO as recommended based on conditions as described. Do not use 
BPO less than what is recommended unless it has been confirmed at the jobsite. Consult 
Crown Polymers' Technical Service Team if performing mix ratio by weight instead of by 
volume or for further assistance. 
  
CrownMMA™ Cold Accelerator: Recommended at temperatures below 40°F. 
Cold Accelerator will cause yellowing.

Cold Accelerator must be used in addition to the amount of BPO used at the 40°F or 
30°F level.  As a rule of thumb, add about 1/2 oz by volume per gallon of resin @ 39°F 
to 32°F, up to 2.0 oz by volume per gallon @ -20°F, increasing the quantity gradually in 
a consistent linear progression as the temperature decreases.
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TEMPERATURE FOR BPO ADDITIVE 33.8ºF
(1ºC)

41ºF
(5ºC)

50ºF 
(10ºC)

59ºF 
(15ºC)

68ºF
(20ºC)

77ºF
(25ºC)

86ºF
(30ºC)

95ºF
(35ºC)

CrownMMA™  Sealer 6.7 oz 6.2 oz 4.9 oz 3.7 oz 2.5 oz 1.7 oz 1.2 oz 0.7 oz
CrownMMA™  Prime 6.7 oz 5.0 oz 3.8 oz 3.0 oz 2.5 oz 2.0 oz 1.9 oz 1.3 oz
CrownMMA™  TopCoat 2.7 oz 2.2 oz 1.8 oz 1.2 oz 1.0 oz 0.8 oz 0.3 oz 0.2 oz
CrownMMA™  FlexTop 4.3 oz 3.5 oz 3.1 oz 2.5 oz 1.8 oz 1.7 oz 1.5 oz 1.2 oz
CrownMMA™  Cove 6.7 oz 5.0 oz 3.8 oz 3.0 oz 2.5 oz 2.0 oz 1.9 oz 1.3 oz

8.0 oz

7.0 oz

6.0 oz

5.0 oz

4.0 oz

3.0 oz

2.0 oz

1.0 oz

0.0 oz
33.8ºF (1ºC) 41ºF (5ºC) 50ºF (10ºC) 59ºF (15ºC) 68ºF (20ºC) 77ºF (25ºC) 86ºF (30ºC) 95ºF (35ºC)

TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS

B
P

O
 o
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l

BPO™ Initiation Additive (per oz.) per 1 Gallon of CrownMMA™ – Based on Temperature Conditions

CrownMMA™  Sealer

CrownMMA™  Prime & Cove

CrownMMA™  TopCoat

CrownMMA™  FlexTop

6.70

4.30

2.70

6.20

5.00

3.50

2.20

4.90

3.80

3.10

1.80

3.70

3.00

2.50

1.20

2.50

1.80

1.00

1.70

0.80

1.90

0.30 0.20

2.00

1.20
1.301.50

1.20
0.70

VERY IMPORTANT: CrownMMA™ Cold Accelerator MUST be premixed into MMA resin 
and thoroughly mix prior to CrownMMA™ BPO to avoid any hazardous decomposition 
such as violent foaming or combustion.
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BASIC MIXING AND APPLICATION
Tools needed:
• High-speed drill with extra cords
• 5” Jiffler Blade for large mixing
• 3” Jiffler Blade for small mixing
• Mixing paint sticks
• Nitrile disposable gloves
• Spark-proof fans
• Organic vapor mask
• 9” and 18” non-shed 3/8” nap roller covers,  
 Mohair is preferred
• Roller frame
• Extra poles
• Disposable brushes
• Spike shoes
• 12” and 18” 1/8” V-notched rubber squeegee

Be Prepared! CrownMMA™ will set EXTREMELY FAST!!

Inform all crew members and bystanders of the nature of MMA pertaining to the 
extreme noxious odor of MMA. MMA odors can be extremely offensive. This can delay 
a job if no one is prepared for the odor. VENTILATION IS REQUIRED. Carefully read all 
CrownMMA™ SDS safety measures, personal protective equipment, installation guide 
involving the use and handling of CrownMMA™.
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The CrownMMA™ SYSTEM
CrownMMA™ Shield Thin mil, two-coat, dust proof sealer system, pigmented or clear.
CrownMMA™ DB ¼” Double broadcast with natural quartz shop floor solid color system
CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” Double broadcast with decorative colored quartz system
CrownMMA™ DF ¼” Double broadcast with decorative flakes system
CrownMMA™ SB 1/8" Single Broadcast Impact Resistant
CrownMMA™ HB High build MMA system for resurfacing poor, spalled or 
 damaged concrete, greater than ½”.

General Mixing: CrownMMA™ is a very low viscosity liquid. 
Premix CrownMMA well prior to proper portioning. 

Mixing and applying CrownMMA™:  
1. Pre-mix MMA resin (Do not pour without premixing as separation may have 

occured during shelving and transportation)
2. Pour out MMA resin as needed into a mixing vessel/bucket after premixing 
3. Measure out proper amount of BPO according to working time and temperature. 
4. Be extremely careful on the amount of BPO. Too much BPO will result in loss of pot 

life in seconds. Too little BPO can create weak spots or uncured spots.
5. Mix BPO into the MMA resin well. Make sure BPO has dissolved into the MMA 

resin completely.
6. Use a slow speed drill (450 rpm max) and “Jiffler” blade.   
7. Mix time is 2-3 minutes.
8. Pour out immediately for usage.
9. Second batch – premixing MMA resin again is recommended prior to dispensing

Priming:
1. CrownMMA™ PRIMER: Pour the mixed MMA primer onto the floor immediately in a 

ribbon like fashion and quickly spread the material. Time is of the essence.
2. Using an 18” 1/8” v-notched squeegee.
3. Spread the MMA evenly left to right. MMA is sensitive to thickness. MMA thickness 

is between 16 to 20 mils nominally.
4. Back roll using a 3/8” non-shed epoxy nap roller (make sure nap is dry) or use a 

mohair nap roller to even out the squeegee lines.
5. Quickly cross-roll to level out the MMA material.
6. Never thin or pull MMA tight.
7. Allow material to set.
8. A transition from high-gloss to low gloss will occur during the curing process within 

15 minutes. 
9. MMA is fully cured in one hour.
10. Full traffic and chemical resistance within the first hour.
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IMPORTANT:  Make sure to spread evenly onto the surface with notched trowels, and/
or rubber squeegees and back-roll with nap rollers at no less than 100sqft/gal on very 
absorbent surfaces. Two coats may be necessary on very porous substrates to get a 
consistent, resin-rich surface. 

The two coat application is used for the CrownMMA Shield system mainly as a quick, 
dust-proof sealer when downtime is critical. CrownMMA is ready for a second coat in an 
hour or less after finishing the first coat. There is no need to wait 24 hours for second 
recoat. 

Caution: MMA is sensitive to impact due to thin mil nature and its chemistry.

Epoxy 1/8” single broadcast impact resistant = MMA ¼” double broadcast system. The 
only difference is speed. MMA can take up to 2 days including surface preparation. 
Epoxy single broadcast minimum installation and surface preparation is 3 days and can 
be as high as 5 days.

IMPACT DISSIPATION

CONCRETE SLAB

POINT OF IMPACT

THIN FILM 8-24 MILS

SHATTERED
CONCRETE

IMPACT
DISSIPATION

IMPACT DISSIPATION

CONCRETE SLAB

THIN FILM 
1/4” THICKER12,000 PSI

3,000 PSI

POINT OF IMPACT

IMPACT
DISSIPATION
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The CrownMMA™ SYSTEMS
CrownMMA™ Shield Thin mil, two-coat, dust proof sealer system, pigmented or clear.
CrownMMA™ DB ¼” Double broadcast with natural quartz shop floor solid color system
CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” Double broadcast with decorative colored quartz system
CrownMMA™ DF ¼” Double broadcast with decorative flakes system
CrownMMA™ SB 1/8" Single Broadcast Impact Resistant
CrownMMA™ HB High build MMA system for resurfacing poor, spalled or 
 damaged concrete, greater than ½”.

¼” Double Broadcast MMA System Application 
MMA double broadcast method is the best recommended as a concrete coating 
protective system. Double broadcast provides higher build (film thickness) with improved 
impact resistance while offering quick return-to-service and best performance.

Mixing & Application of CrownMMA™ DB ¼” System Steps
1. Follow mixing as described in the “General Mixing Section”.
2. CrownMMA™ DB 1/4" is a pigmented double broadcasted MMA system.
3. Apply the primer, two coats may be required to get an even, resin-rich surface for 

very porous concrete.
4. Mix and apply CrownMMA™ Base Coat clear or pigmented.
5. Apply at 100 sq.ft mixed gallon.
6. Be sure to follow the MMA Resin BPO mix ratio chart above.
7. Pour mixed resin in ribbons and spread evenly (no puddles) with notched squeegee.
8. Back roll then cross roll with 3/8” mohair roller quickly.
9. Broadcast desired grit/mesh size sand as specified.

10-15 mesh: aggressive texture.
20-40 mesh: medium texture.
50-70 mesh: semi-smooth texture.
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10. Broadcast sand approximately 0.5lb/ft2.

11. Apply the next layer only after the base coat has completely hardened. (Usually, 
within 1 hour )

12. Sweep and remove excessive sand, screen with 80grit, vacuum thoroughly to re-
move all dust, loose sand, and debris.

13. Mix and apply the CrownMMA™ Base coat as a seal coat or grout coat, pigmented 
or clear. This will seal or lock in the sand.

14. Spread rate of seal coat is as follows:
10-15 mesh: 30-40sqft per mix gallon mma (approx. 35mils)
20-40 mesh: 50-60sqft per mix gallon mma (approx. 25mils)
50-70 mesh: 80-100sqft per gallon mix mma (approx. 16mils)
Pour the seal coat in a ribbon over the quartz, spread left to right using a 12” 
to 18” flat rubber squeegee. Back roll up and down and a final cross roll left to 
right using a 3/8” nap mohair roller. 

15. CrownMMA™ DB ¼”, a second broadcast is recommended to ensure both aestheti-
cally pleasing and maximum performance.

16. Broadcast second layer at the rate of 0.25lb/sqft.
17. Allow the material to set, 1 hour.
18. Sweep and remove excessive sand, screen with 80grit, vacuum thoroughly to re-

move all dust, loose sand, and debris.
19. CrownMMA™ system always requires two coats: pigmented seal coat then a pig-

mented topcoat.
20. Mix and apply CrownMMA™ Base Coat as a seal/grout coat.
21. Pour the seal coat in a ribbon. Spread left to right using a 12” to 18” 1/8” v-notched 

squeegee, back-roll and a final cross roll using a 3/8” nap mohair roller.
22. Mix and apply CrownMMA™ Topcoat: CrownMMA™ Hard Top or CrownMMA™ Flex-

Top, pigmented.
23. Second top coat is spread over the seal coat at a 100 to 150 sq.ft per mixed gallon.
24. Pour onto the seal coat ribbon-like.  Spread left to right using a 12”-18” 1/8” 

v-notched squeegee, back roll and final cross roll using a 3/8” nap mohair roller.
25. System is fully functional in 1 hour after the final topcoat has been applied.
26. This can be done all in one day.
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The CrownMMA™ SYSTEMS
CrownMMA™ Shield Thin mil, two-coat, dust proof sealer system, pigmented or clear.
CrownMMA™ DB ¼” Double broadcast with natural quartz shop floor solid color system
CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” Double broadcast with decorative colored quartz system
CrownMMA™ DF ¼” Double broadcast with decorative flakes system
CrownMMA™ SB 1/8" Single Broadcast Impact Resistant
CrownMMA™ HB High build MMA system for resurfacing poor, spalled or 
 damaged concrete, greater than ½”.

Mixing & Application of CrownMMA DQ 1/4" System
1. Follow mixing as described above in section, “Mixing and Applying CrownMMA™"
2.  CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” is a decorative colored quartz double broadcasted MMA system.
3. Apply the primer, two coats maybe required to get an even, resin-rich surface for 

very porous concrete. 
4. Mix and apply CrownMMA™ Base Coat clear.
5. Apply at 100sqft/mixed gallon.
6. Be sure to follow the MMA resin BPO mix ratio chart above.
7. Pour mixed resin in ribbons and spread evenly (no puddles) with a notched squeegee.
8. Back roll then cross roll with 3/8” mohair roller quickly.
9. Broadcast desired grit/mesh size sand as specified.

Q25 Colored Quartz: Q25:  45sq.ft per mix gallon mma (approx.35mils)
Q40 Colored Quartz: Q40:  100sq.ft per gallon mix mma (approx.16mils)

10. Broadcast sand approximately 0.5lb/ft2.
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11. Apply the next layer only after the base coat has completely hardened. 
Approximately within 1 hour the floor is ready for the seal coat.

12. Sweep and remove excessive sand, screen with 80grit, vacuum thoroughly to 
remove all dust, loose sand, and debris.

13. Mix and apply the CrownMMA™ base coat clear as a seal coat or grout coat. This 
will seal or lock in the sand.

14. Spread rate of the seal coat is as follow:
Q25:  45sqft per mix gallon mma (approx. 35mils)
Q40:  100sqft per gallon mix mma (approx. 16mils)
Pour the seal coat in a ribbon over the quartz, spread left to right using a 12” 
to 18” flat rubber squeegee. Back roll up and down and a final cross roll left to 
right using a 3/8” nap mohair roller. 

15. CrownMMA™ DQ ¼”, a second broadcast is recommended to ensure both 
aesthetically pleasing and maximum performance.

16. Broadcast two layers at a rate of 0.25lb/sqft.
17. Allow the material to set, 1 hour.
18. Sweep and remove excessive sand, screen with 80grit, vacuum thoroughly to re-

move all dust, loose sand, and debris.  
19. CrownMMA™ system always requires two coats: a seal coat then a topcoat, clear 

coat.
20. Mix and apply clear CrownMMA™ base coat as a seal/grout coat.
21. Pour the seal coat in a ribbon. Spread left to right using a 12” to 18” 1/8” v-notched 

squeegee, back-roll and a final cross roll using a 3/8” nap mohair roller.
22. Mix and apply clear CrownMMA™ Topcoat: CrownMMA™ Hard Top or CrownMMA™ 

FlexTop.
23. Second top coat is spread over the seal coat at a 100 to 150sqft per mixed gallon.
24. Pour onto the seal coat ribbon-like. Spread left to right using a 12” to 18” 1/8” 

v-notched rubber squeegee, back roll and final cross roll using a 3/8” nap mohair.
25. System is fully functional in 1 hour after the final topcoat has been applied.
26. This can be done all in one day.
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The CrownMMA™ SYSTEMS
CrownMMA™ Shield Thin mil, two-coat, dust proof sealer system, pigmented or clear.
CrownMMA™ DB ¼” Double broadcast with natural quartz shop floor solid color system
CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” Double broadcast with decorative colored quartz system
CrownMMA™ DF ¼” Double broadcast with decorative flakes system
CrownMMA™ SB 1/8" Single Broadcast Impact Resistant
CrownMMA™ HB High build MMA system for resurfacing poor, spalled or 
 damaged concrete, greater than ½”.

Mixing & Application of CrownMMA DF 1/4" System
1. Follow mixing as described above in section, “Mixing and Applying CrownMMA™”
2. CrownMMA™ DF ¼” is a decorative flakes double broadcasted MMA system. 
3. Apply the primer, two coats may be required to get an even, resin-rich surface for 

very porous concrete. 
4. Mix and apply CrownMMA™ Base Coat clear.
5. Apply at 100 sq.ft mixed gallon.
6. Be sure to follow MMA Resin BPO mix ratio chart above.
7. Pour mixed resin in ribbons and spread evenly (no puddles) with notched squee-

gee.
8. Back roll then cross roll with 3/8” mohair roller quickly.
9. Broadcast desired grit/mesh size sand as specified.

1/8” Decorative Flakes
1/4"   Decorative Flakes

10. Broadcast flakes approximately 0.25lb/ft2.
11. Apply next layer only after the base coat has completely hardened. Usually within 1 

hour.
12. Sweep and remove excessive flakes, screen with 80grit, vacuum thoroughly to re-

move all dust, loose flake, and debris.
13. Mix and apply the CrownMMA™ Base coat clear as a seal coat or grout coat. This 

will seal or lock in the sand.
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14. Spread rate of a seal coat is as follows:
1/8” & 1/4" decorative flakes:  approx. 100 sq.ft per gallon mix MMA (approx. 16 
mils)
Pour a ribbon over the flakes, spread left to right using a 12” to 18” flat rubber 
squeegee. Back roll up and down and a final cross roll left to right using a 3/8” nap 
mohair roller. 

15. CrownMMA™ DF 1/4", requires a second broadcast to ensure both aesthetically 
pleasing and maximum performance. 

16. Broadcast 2 layers at a rate of 0.15lb/sqft.
17. Allow the material to set, 1 hour.
18. Sweep and remove excessive sand, screen with 80grit, vacuum thoroughly to re-

move all dust, loose flake, and debris.
19. CrownMMA™ system always requires two coats: seal coat then a topcoat, clear 

coat.
20. Mix and apply clear CrownMMA™ Base Coat as a seal/grout coat.
21. Spread according to step (n.)
22. Mix and apply clear CrownMMA™ Topcoat: CrownMMA™ Hard Top or CrownMMA™ 

FlexTop.™

23. 2nd top coat is spread over the seal coat at a 100 to 150sqft per mixed gallon.
24. Pour onto the seal coat ribbon-like. Spread left to right using a 12” to 18” 1/8” 

v-notched rubber squeegee, back roll and final cross roll using a 3/8” nap mohair.
25. System is fully functional in 1 hour after the final topcoat has been applied.
26. This can be done all in one day.

The CrownMMA™ SYSTEMS
CrownMMA™ Shield Thin mil, two-coat, dust proof sealer system, pigmented or clear.
CrownMMA™ DB ¼” Double broadcast with natural quartz shop floor solid color system
CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” Double broadcast with decorative colored quartz system
CrownMMA™ DF ¼” Double broadcast with decorative flakes system
CrownMMA™ SB 1/8" Single Broadcast Impact Resistant
CrownMMA™ HB High build MMA system for resurfacing poor, spalled or 
 damaged concrete, greater than ½”.

1/8” Single broadcasted MMA system

Single broadcast MMA application method is the same as a double broadcasted MMA 
system above. Follow the double broadcasted system above as instructed, eliminate the 
second broadcast. Single broadcast mma is an economic system provide best returns to 
services and performances. 

Caution: Impact resistance can still be compromised. Best impact resistance for MMA 
system is double broadcast or high build. 
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The CrownMMA™ SYSTEMS
CrownMMA™ Shield Thin mil, two-coat, dust proof sealer system, pigmented or clear.
CrownMMA™ DB ¼” Double broadcast with natural quartz shop floor solid color system
CrownMMA™ DQ ¼” Double broadcast with decorative colored quartz system
CrownMMA™ DF ¼” Double broadcast with decorative flakes system
CrownMMA™ SB 1/8" Single Broadcast Impact Resistant
CrownMMA™ HB High build MMA system for resurfacing poor, spalled or 
 damaged concrete, greater than ½”.

Mixing & Application of CrownMMA™ HB SYSTEM
HB (high build) MMA offers better turn around saving steps, travel and labor cost. This 
is MMA best values:
• Still quick returns to services.
• Best impact due to soft flexible base.
• Best thermal absorbent due soft flexible base.
• Best shock absorbent due to soft flexible base.
• Better bond to concrete due to impact absorbent and soft flexible base.
• Ideal for commercial kitchens due to short downtime.

1. Follow mixing as described in section above, Mixing and Applying CrownMMA™

2. Add CrownMMA Self-Leveling Filler to CrownMMA Base Coat and mix thoroughly 
1-2 minutes using a slow speed drill and 5” Jiffler blade.

3. Add CrownMMA Pigment Pack during this process (1 quart per 5 gallons resin) and 
mix thoroughly 1-2 minutes.

4. Add CrownMMA BPO and continue mixing for approximately 1-2 minutes.  
5. Immediately pour mixed resin slurry in ribbons and spread evenly with gauge rake 

MATERIAL WEIGHT VOLUME 

CrownMMA Base Coat 8.4 lbs. 1.0 gallon 

CrownMMA Self Leveling Filler 15-22 lbs. 1-1.5 gallons 

Silica Sand 30-50 mesh (optional) 11.0 lbs. 110 vol. oz. (0.85 gallon) 

Pigment Pack N/A 6.4 vol. oz. 

CrownMMA BPO Follow chart Follow Chart 

Yield = 1.5-1.8 gallons slurry

COVERAGE: 

1/16” 36-44 sq.ft 
1/8” 18-22 sq.ft
3/16” 12-15 sq.ft
1/4"   9-11 sq.ft 

Typical Slurry Formula

*Note: Yield of mixed slurry will vary depending on mix design used.
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or trowel at specified thickness (1/16”-1/4”).  
6. Immediately back roll with loop roller (protruding loop style, not compressed loop 

style) or spiny roller.

HB System Options:
HB Stand-A-lone: It is not recommended to leave the slurry without a topcoat. The slurry 
is too soft. CrownMMA™ Hard Top is recommended for the slurry as the topcoat. Mix 
and apply CrownMMA™ Hard Top at 100 sq.ft per gallon over the cured slurry system.
Single Broadcast: read and observe CrownMMA™ DB, DQ, DF system above. Immediately 
broadcast to excess, for sand, a 20 mesh sand (Natural Sands or Colored Quartz).  Be 
careful not to clump aggregate.  It is recommended to use 20 mesh or larger aggregate 
to ensure adequate through-curing.  Perform broadcasting in multiple successive passes 
for each batch, gradually building up the layer.  
CAUTION: Smaller size broadcasted sands/quartz, less than 50mesh, can result in a thin 
mil mma that will not cure properly. This leads to problem, resulting in sticky areas that 
must be removed and patched before proceeding with the installation process.
• HB 1/4" slurry system is an ideal system requires only a single broadcast, recommended. 

A double broadcast is highly recommended for HB 1/16" slurry; this is considered 
acceptable.

• A pigmented slurry base is always recommended whenever a single broadcast 
method is used. Colors must compliment the decorative broadcasted designs.

• Two topcoats are always required. Follow CorwnMMA DB, DQ, DF application 
instruction.

Remember to make sure the material has been completely hardened.  Verify resin has 
hardened (“surface dry”) by randomly tapping surface with a hard, sharp edged tool.  
Always sweep, sand and vacuum loose broadcasted media before sealing in place. 
CrownMMA™ COLD ACCELERATOR: 

The amount of hardener must be adjusted to the respective surface temperature (see 
table below).  At temperatures below 40°F, CrownMMA™ COLD ACCELERATOR must 
be used in addition to the amount of hardener used at the 40°F or 30°F level. 
About ½ oz by volume per gallon of resin @ 39° to 32°F, up to 2.0 oz by volume per 
gallon @ -20°F, increasing the quantity gradually in a consistent linear progression as the 

Mix Ratios, Pot Life and Hardening/Temperature

Temp. (°F) of Resin, 
Air & Floor Surface 

Hardener by Volume 
(oz.) Per Gallon  Pot Life (min.) Hardening Time (min.) 

+30°F 4 vol. oz. Approx. 40 min. Approx. 60 min. 

+40°F 3-4 vol. oz. Approx. 30 min. Approx. 50 min. 

+50°F 3-4 vol. oz. Approx. 25 min. Approx. 40 min. 

+60°F 2*-3 vol. oz. Approx. 20 min. Approx. 20 min. 

+70°F 2*-3 vol. oz. Approx. 10-15 min. Approx. 15 min. 

+80°F - 90°F 2*-3 vol. oz. Approx. 8-10 min. Approx. 15 min. 
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temperature decreases.
IMPORTANT:  
CrownMMA™ COLD ACCELERATOR is added to the MMA resin first and thoroughly 
blended BEFORE adding CrownMMA™ BPO.

NOTE: Yellowing will occur when adding CrownMMA™ Cold Accelerator, it is advised to 
use pigmented CrownMMA™ resin versus clear to reduce the appearance of yellowing, 
darker colors will be less affected than lighter colors. 
 
Cove Base: Refer to Crown Polymers Cove Base Installation Instructions.  

TEMPERATURE FOR BPO ADDITIVE 33.8ºF
(1ºC)

41ºF
(5ºC)

50ºF 
(10ºC)

59ºF 
(15ºC)

68ºF
(20ºC)

77ºF
(25ºC)

86ºF
(30ºC)

95ºF
(35ºC)

CrownMMA™  Sealer 6.7 oz 6.2 oz 4.9 oz 3.7 oz 2.5 oz 1.7 oz 1.2 oz 0.7 oz
CrownMMA™  Prime 6.7 oz 5.0 oz 3.8 oz 3.0 oz 2.5 oz 2.0 oz 1.9 oz 1.3 oz
CrownMMA™  TopCoat 2.7 oz 2.2 oz 1.8 oz 1.2 oz 1.0 oz 0.8 oz 0.3 oz 0.2 oz
CrownMMA™  FlexTop 4.3 oz 3.5 oz 3.1 oz 2.5 oz 1.8 oz 1.7 oz 1.5 oz 1.2 oz
CrownMMA™  Cove 6.7 oz 5.0 oz 3.8 oz 3.0 oz 2.5 oz 2.0 oz 1.9 oz 1.3 oz

8.0 oz

7.0 oz

6.0 oz

5.0 oz

4.0 oz

3.0 oz

2.0 oz

1.0 oz

0.0 oz
33.8ºF (1ºC) 41ºF (5ºC) 50ºF (10ºC) 59ºF (15ºC) 68ºF (20ºC) 77ºF (25ºC) 86ºF (30ºC) 95ºF (35ºC)

TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS

B
P

O
 o

z/
ga

l
BPO™ Initiation Additive (per oz.) per 1 Gallon of CrownMMA™ – Based on Temperature Conditions

CrownMMA™  Sealer

CrownMMA™  Prime & Cove

CrownMMA™  TopCoat

CrownMMA™  FlexTop

6.70

4.30

2.70

6.20

5.00

3.50

2.20

4.90

3.80

3.10

1.80

3.70

3.00

2.50

1.20

2.50

1.80

1.00

1.70

0.80

1.90

0.30 0.20

2.00

1.20
1.301.50

1.20
0.70
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